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About This Game

Become the Avatar of the Saints Row Community with the Reverse Cosplay Pack. Chosen from the best of our fans' entries to
our Reverse Cosplay contest, two outfits were handpicked and turned into in-game outfits! Wear the Genki Space Pimp outfit to

end Zin filibusters in style, or don the Freckle Bitch's outfit to deliver justice the Saints way.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (x86 or x64)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 | AMD Athlon II x3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 | AMD Radeon HD 5800 series

DirectX: Version 10
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saints row 4 reverse cosplay pack. saints row iv - reverse cosplay pack

This game is SO close to being a recommend from me. Some people may like it.

It's basically a "demake" of Symphony of the Night. Explore the world, collect new weapons, get upgrades, unlock new areas.
Each new weapon behaves slightly different, just like SotN. You can find stat upgrades and level up after killing enough
enemies.

The problem with this game is that it's too hard for all the wrong reasons. Getting hit by an enemy will knock you back 10 feet
into spikes that instakill you. Combat is insanely one dimensional and most enemies have too much health. Early game, taking a
whopping 2-3 hits will kill you. By mid game I was running past every enemy I saw because I didn't want to stand there wacking
enemies 6-7 times each waiting for them to die.

Often damage is totally unavoidable. There's an enemy that shoots out a wave of green bullets. Unless you're standing right next
to it and jump over it right before they shoot, you literally can't get past the wave of shots without taking hits. Late game the
game throws tons of enemies at you that can barely get knocked back and you have pretty much no chance of avoiding damage.
It really feels like you were intended to either grind or skip 90% of the enemies in the game.

I ended up finishing and getting the best ending but I was really pushing myself in the last ~4 hours or so.. Pretty shallow. I was
wishing there were more depth like spacechem, but there's only two types of "combiner engines" and it quickly turns into doodle
god with memes, trying all the combinations until you get bored and check the wiki.

And you have a rectangle select for batch selling, but not for batch moving? Why?. Good video editor, but crashes very often..
Cute fun little game that you should buy if you're interested in mega man style platforming games and or supporting indie
developers. I dont think anything could of mad me more angry...

10/10 would attempt to smash my keyboard again. For me a real Classic, but steamversion with a display position bug.
(Windows 10)

Great atmosphere. You can chose between two campaigns. Nature and chaos, in each you start with a hero with a predefined
deck, explore the world in top down view, collect ressources, artefacts, visit shops, fight versus enemies in an animated turn
based card battle, get better cards so you can defeat larger and stronger enemies. Mostly linear and better than Etherlords 1.
Only the end of the campaign feels uncomplete.
I highly recommended my childhood game. It's still very good.

This steamversion runs on Windows 10, but when you start the game, the display is sometimes shifted. Use the auto-correction
of your display (wait few seconds without keyboard or mouse input). If it didn't work, use monitor settings to correct the shifted
position.
This steamversion is acceptable.. McOsu - Donation - 1 is a great game with a great story, the characters are pretty cool. Pretty
good.

This practice client has helped me improve so much holy crap thank you.. Surprising depth for such an old kids game -- my 3yo
daughter beat this yesterday and loved it. A note for SteamLink users which may apply to all games in this series, sound will not
work through SteamLink if headphone jack is plugged in on PC.. basically its a time thing for killing captains the faster you
either kill them all or brand them you get placed on a leaderboard . its free dlc either way so download it. Probably the only
worthwhile free-to-play game on Steam
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So MR foster can root and have Foster Jr. I liked about Blue Revolver about the original soundtrack and soundtrack remix are
impressive. The original soundtrack and remix will have the smooth flow for the rhythm. I also liked the artwork of each
characters in the sustainable design. Well, the game mechanics are good. By playing with more experiences, then getting the
hang of it. As going to the difficulty levels, thus making the speed of reaction to be faster. The break guide is useful and
meaningful for those experience STG shumps players. There is the smooth flow of how the game mechanics works.

I deserve that this game score will be 8.8/10. I hope that I'll looking forward to the next game.
. The developers of this game definitely deserve money for their free game, and this DLC is a great way of giving it to them.. I
received this game for free.
Short game with puzzles of sorts.
Hand drawn graphics are nice but going through the puzzles I lost track of the story anyways.
It couldn't keep my interest to go through all the characters.. Don't buy this game. It has many interesting ideas, but they are
mostly executed poorly. There's a huge variety of ways you could equip your ships, but finding a place to buy the actual modules
is a chore. The game is "open world" except there's very little to do outside of the story missions, but if you only do the story
missions the difficulty will be way too hard as you near the end. Finally, I had to cheat through the last 3 hours or so, and the
ending barely made sense.. Doesn't support Oculus Touch controllers. This is supposed to be a VR game, right? Will be seeking
a refund.
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